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Bob Harris is Senior Director of Decorative Concrete Consulting and a 
Principal for the SSI Team.  Known worldwide in the decorative concrete 
industry, Bob’s expertise has taken him many places to share his pioneering 
ideas and educating others in the field of architectural decorative 
concrete. He is also one of the few in the industry that can make a 
concrete repair not look like a repair.  Bob has presented at the World 
of Concrete for 15 consecutive years, World of Concrete in Mexico City 
for four years, was the Master of Ceremonies at the Con/Expo Con/Agg 
demo in Las Vegas in March of 2002, participated in various speaking 
engagements for the Decorative Concrete Council and has conducted 
training sessions in Canada, the Caribbean, Germany, England, Greece, 
Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, Mexico, South Africa, Spain, to name a few.

Bob is the author of several books that have sold over 37,000 copies 
worldwide, including his Guide Series for Stained Interior Concrete Floors; 
Stamped Concrete; Concrete Overlays and Toppings; and Polished 
Concrete Floors.  In addition to his own production of educational DVD’s, 
Bob has produced instructional videos for organizations such as the 
Portland Cement Association, AGC-Laborers and the Concrete Network.  
Bob also has written many articles for Concrete Network, Concrete Decor 
and Concrete Construction Magazines.
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Benjamin Bass is the owner and operator of Ben’s Concrete Creations, 
LLC based out of Blairsville, Georgia.  He is a second-generation concrete 
contractor, following his Father, Tollie Bass of Bass Concrete. 

For over 4 years, Ben has made it his duty to become proficient in every 
type of decorative finish available including stamped concrete, stains, 
dyes, stencils, floor coatings, epoxy and more. Driven by his passion for all 
things decorative concrete, Bass takes pride in his company providing the 
best quality finishes possible and using the best products available. 

His work has been featured in Kingdom Products 2021 Calendar as  
well Surfkoat’s 2018 Project Catalog Cover and receiving Surfkoat’s 2019 
Project of the Year Award. Ben has recently created a YouTube channel, 
showing an inside view of his projects, in hopes it will help others in the 
industry. Ben hopes to become an artisan and true craftsman in all  
aspects of decorative concrete. He is determined to create a second 
crew and start teaching trainings one day within the industry he loves.
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Bryan Birdwell is a Senior Floor & Paving Consultant and a Principal. He 
is well-known in the concrete industry for his expertise in the installation, 
techniques and procedures of super flat, high tolerance, and
decorative floors as well as the typical concrete floor and parking lot 
installations. Bryan has developed methods and taught techniques of 
concrete finishing throughout the United States and other locations.
He has shown finishers the techniques and skills they need to construct 
the flattest most level concrete floors meeting and exceeding placement 
specifications. Bryan’s floor construction and finishing techniques has 
been recognized by the FACE Company who being awarded him 
26 Golden Trowel Awards and is a 6-time World Record Holder for the 
construction of flattest, most level concrete floors in the world over the 
last 20 years. Additionally, in 2020 he was elected as a Fellow of the 
American Concrete Institute. In 2018, he received the Samuel A. Face, 
Jr. Golden Trowel Award – The “Sam” award which was “for outstanding 
accomplishments in contributions to the art and science of high quality 
horizontal concrete construction”. In 2015, Bryan received the American 
Concrete Institute’s (ACI) Young Member Award for Professional 
Achievement. This award was “for contributors to advancing the quality 
construction of flat and level concrete floors, and for education and 
mentoring colleagues and students”. 

Bryan has continued to share his expertise. He has been an instructor 
at the World of Concrete seminars and SSI’s Concrete College for 
floor construction as well as written many articles for various concrete 
publications. He is a member of ACI Committees 640, Craftsman 
Certification; ACI Committee 117, Tolerances; 302, Construction of 
Concrete Floors; 330, Concrete Parking Lots and Site Paving; 360,  
Designs of Slabs-on-Ground; 522, Pervious Concrete.

Bryan Birdwell
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Keefe Duhon is owner of Concrete Revolution, LLC.  Keefe is from New 
Iberia, LA, where he and his family live and operate Concrete Revolution, 
LLC. Keefe’s passion for his business started in early 2008, where he saw 
an opportunity to be creative, offer quality services to customers and 
start a revolution when it comes to plain concrete.  
 
Keefe’s philosophy is a bit different from other concrete contractors.  
Keefe believes that the floors you walk on should be art; art that is specific 
to his client’s personality and art that is truly one-of-a-kind and which 
cannot be easily replicated.  Keefe provides more than stained concrete; 
he gives his clients decorative concrete.  This is an art that Keefe has 
perfected in a short time, making him an artist of concrete; changing 
concrete forever.
 
Keefe’s professional flooring applications include: stains, epoxies, 
overlays, counter tops, fireplaces, vertical wall applications and showers, 
to name a few.  Two of Keefe’s signature applications are his wood 
planks and his own product line, CR-Liquid Marble.  Keefe’s attention to 
detail has enabled him to achieve real wood-like appearances without 
using stamps, all textured and colored by hand.  His interest in epoxies 
lead to him working with manufacturers to develop his own formula, CR-
Liquid Marble.  His artistic mind allows him to create various movements 
and utilize numerous colors to create a custom, seamless floor.
 
Keefe’s passion for the industry does not stop at applying awesome 
floors, he is a partner for www.BehindTheTrowels.com.  Behind The Trowels 
offers live webinars where leaders in the decorative concrete world can 
provide live instructional webinars to participants without the need to 
leave work or home.

Keefe Duhon
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Mike Tuccelli is the Southeast Regional Director for Metzger McGuire.   
His main responsibilities include educating and training contractors and 
facility maintenance professionals on the proper joint filling and repair 
methods and industrial floor inspections and troubleshooting.  Prior to 
joining Metzger/McGuire, Mike spent nearly 30 years working for S&S 
Concrete.  After working ten years in concrete placement and finishing, 
Mike took over S&S’s Specialty Contracting Division, which focused on 
industrial floor repair and stained/polished concrete.  

Mike is an active member of the ASCC/CPC and ACI.  Mike also works 
closely with corporate facility and real estate professionals to develop 
budgets and work scopes for facility maintenance and repairs and on 
new construction projects for various retailers.  

Mike Tuccelli 
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Rebecca Fuscardo is an Owner/operator of Fuscardo Concrete/ The 
Artworks LLC. In Weirton, WV. Prior to getting into concrete Rebecca 
graduated in 1986 from the Pittsburgh Art Institute with a Visual 
Communications degree. In 1991 she opened The Artworks creating 
beautiful signs, murals, customizing cars, bikes, faux finishing, and more.  
As industry changed in the 90s and loyal customers wanted art in 
different forms outside Rebecca partnered up with a great concrete 
friend and started into decorative concrete, with countertops, vertical 
carving, and stamping... as years went on it grew to much more then 
just decorative concrete, she gained her union journeyman card, then 
it diversified flatwork, parking lots, hotels etc. to add to her portfolio... 
Rebecca had already a very nice portfolio of traveling jobs... ranging 
from Middle East, Canada, and coast to coast of the US.... 

Fast forward to 2017 Fuscardo Concrete was born, with her son Gaetano 
partnering up with her to create a unique mother and son company, with 
operations in all Residential, Commercial, Industrial Flatwork, Decorative 
Concrete, and site-prep. Having our 7 man union crew back home allows 
Rebecca to travel the country even more then before creating beautiful 
pieces of concrete art and flatwork. Just in 2020 she was asked to work 
the concrete decor decorative booth at World of Concrete, she had 
poured over 900 yards of decorative concrete in Hawaii and was apart 
of beautiful pieces in Michigan, and Virginia and still apart of the 60+ jobs 
completed back home. Rebecca will be discussing what the journey was 
like being a “Woman in the Concrete Industry”.

Rebecca Fuscardo
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Rick Smith, FACI is President, a Senior Consultant and a well-known 
industry leader concerning slabs-on-ground, suspended slabs and 
pavements. Rick has developed innovative designs related to the 
construction, maintenance, repair and polishing of slabs.  He has 
pioneered solutions for mitigating issues with “sweating slabs”, along with 
developing methods for continuous digital monitoring.  His contributions 
to the concrete industry were recognized by Concrete Construction 
magazine, and he was selected as one of the most influential people 
in the concrete industry.  Rick was also selected to be a Fellow of the 
American Concrete Institute (ACI).  He has published articles concerning 
slabs in Concrete Construction and Concrete International, along with 
papers for several international concrete and shotcrete symposiums.  
Rick is a regular speaker at the World of Concrete, the ACI Continuing 
Education Program, and other forums where he has prepared and 
delivered over 150 educational seminars in the past 15 years.  He has 
presented other seminars on a wide range of topics domestically 
and internationally on five continents.  His seminars topics include the 
construction, maintenance and repair of industrial slabs, sweating slab 
syndrome, integral-colored slabs, ground, dyed, and polished concrete 
floor systems.
 
Rick graduated from Oklahoma State University in 1987 with a Bachelor 
of Science degree in Construction Management Technology. He has 
over 30 years of experience in the design, materials, construction, and 
evaluation of high-performance concrete floors and pavements. As 
Engineering Services Manager for a leading steel and polymer fiber 
manufacturer, Rick focused on the advancement of fiber reinforced 
concrete in numerous applications.

Rick Smith
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Rocky Geans was the owner and president of L.L. Geans Construction Co., 
a 55-year old concrete contracting firm based in Mishawaka, Indiana. 
Rocky closed the company in the fall of 2016. The company provided 
commercial and industrial concrete work and general contracting  
services to many of the Top 100 companies in the South  
Bend/Mishawaka metropolitan area. 

Rocky has 41 years of experience in concrete contracting, 28 of those 
as president of L.L. Geans. With the work ethic instilled by his father, who 
founded the company in 1959, Rocky’s organizational and management 
skills have guided the small construction company to a well-managed 
multi-million dollar firm. 

Rocky is committed to giving back to the industry and helping others to be 
successful. He was a vice president, and sat on the Board of the American 
Society of Concrete Contractors and a past chairman of the organization’s 
Annual Conference and CEO Form committees. He has served on the 
ASCC’s Executive, Membership, and Annual Conference committees. 
Rocky created the ASCC’s Management Information eXchange (MIX) 
Group program and facilitated many of the MIX Group Orientation 
meetings for the association.

Rocky was a Master Trainer and a Craft Instructor certified by the National 
Center for Construction Education and Research from 2000 to 2010. In 2006, 
Rocky created the Rocky Geans Concrete Construction Business School in 
partnership with The Concrete Network. 

In all of Rocky’s endeavors, he brings the viewpoint of a small contractor 
with a broad industry perspective and a big heart for concrete contracting. 

Rocky Geans
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Scott Metzger is President of Metzger/McGuire Co., Inc., a New 
Hampshire based manufacturer of concrete floor joint fillers and repair 
products.  He is the Director of ASCC’s Concrete Polishing Council (CPC) 
and is very active in the American Concrete Institute (ACI) as a voting 
member of ACI Technical Committees 302, 310, and 360 and the current 
Secretary of ACI 310-J Specification for Polished Concrete Slab Finishes.  

Metzger actively participates in many trainings and seminars across the 
country related to polished concrete and is involved in the development 
and monitoring of numerous corporate retail surface repair and 
enhancement programs.  Metzger has published an array of  
technical articles and documents relating to industrial and  
polished concrete floors and floor joint treatment and protection.  

Scott Metzger
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Tom Ralston is a concrete artist, designer and a third generation Santa 
Cruz concrete contractor. Tom began pouring concrete with his father 
in 1964.  He received his Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of 
California Santa Cruz and has been at the helm of Tom Ralston Concrete 
since 1989.  Tom and his crews have done specialty concrete finishes in 
Aruba, Panama, New York, Atlanta and Santa Fe.

Tom has served on the National Decorative Concrete Council  
Board and has been a member of the American Society of Concrete 
Contractors for over 20-years. TRC’s work has been on the covers of 
7- magazines and in over 60 trade and design publications including:  
Architectural Digest, Interior Design, Sunset Magazine, Concrete Décor 
Magazine, Concrete International Magazine, Concrete Construction, 
Journal of Light Construction, Concrete Concepts, California Home  
and Design, Santa Cruz Magazine and others. 

Tom has been a traveling concrete consultant and currently serves on 
the Advisory Committee for Construction Education at Santa Cruz’s 
Cabrillo College.  In 2008 Tom published his first book, “Cast-In-Place 
Concrete Countertops” book in 2008 with Schiffer Publishing.  In 2010 
Schiffer Published Tom’s second book “Sculpting Hillsides with Decorative 
Concrete”   In 2015 the TRC Roundabout and rock islands on Beach 
Street Santa Cruz; that project won Public Works “Best Roundabout in  
the State”. 

Tom Ralston
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